
           QUEENS  PARK  GOLF  CLUB 

       Minutes of the 3rd October Bar Committee Meeting 

Opening remarks:  The Captain welcomed everyone to the Clubhouse and 

wished us all a good weekends golf. 

Attendees: The Captain, Treasurer, Acting Secretary and Arthur Brown, 

Apologies: Dave Kedwell                                                                                                                                  

Minutes of the previous meeting  were not available.                        

Proposer:                              Seconder:    

Matters Arising 

Kitchen Vacancy Staffing/running of the kitchen was the important matter to be 
discussed. The approach made to Wishing Well Project has not produced anybody at 
the moment.They are looking for catering/kitchen staff and are struggling to fill the 
position.They did offer to help if a function could not be covered by our own 
volunteers and they are prepared to supply meals that can be frozen as well as 
sandwiches for resale.    

We have some leads to possible solutions, Arthur will contact a friend-of-a-friend and 
Grants (local retailer/hog roast) will be approached as interest was shown when the 
subject was previously mentioned to them. 

Members should be reminded to ask at home, our wives might well know of a mum 
and daughter act that would love the hours we are offering….sharing might well 
overcome the Saturday/Sunday demands. Ask at your local pub, somebody might 
have left their kitchen staff because the hours did not suit, mention it to your 
Newsagent, they know lots of people and their strengths. 

Hours to be covered: Wed,Thur,Fri and Saturday    10.00 to 2.00 and Sun 8.00 to 2.00 
From the few weeks that volunteers have covered the kitchen it does indicate that an 
income exceeding £200 a week is achievable. There are lots of extras that can be 
adopted to increase that figure if the right people with the right attitude accept the 
challenge. 

The volunteers have been mentioned a few times already and the Committee would 
like to applaud the efforts that they have contributed to the Club. The Ladies Section 
are well represented as is Dads Army…..thank you each and everyone. 

Bar Suppliers Heineken can supply Guinness in smaller kegs, this might prove 
better for the Club as Sell-by-dates arrive too soon sometimes. The profit margin will 
need to be considered as these kegs are more expensive/per pint . 



Regular phone calls from Heineken, chasing new orders, makes us think that they 
would like a weekly order of 3 (mixed) kegs.  We cannot constantly maintain that 
level of ordering and will always do what is best for the Club. 

Concern  has been voiced about a volunteer. Irregularities in working procedure 
have been noticed and care will now be taken to oversee this person during the next 
few weeks and any correction or stonger action will be considered.                                      

 

Treasurers Report: Mr Keith Jones 

Turnover, costs and profit for the bar still need attention and some dead stock needs 
liquidising ! 

Income from the kitchen is eye opening, big thank you to all the members who are 
getting stuck in and pleasing the members with good value food and hot drinks. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Next  meeting  TBA due to holidays etc 

Meeting closed at 1105 hrs 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

       

 

 

 

                                                                                                         

  

                                                                 



 

 


